ABSTRACT.This paper deals with a class of triple systems satisfying two generalized five linear identities and having nondegenerate bilinear forms with certain properties. If ( M, { , , }) is such a triple system with bilinear form <J>( , ), it is shown that if M is semisimple, then M is the direct sum of simple ideals if <t> is symmetric or symplectic or if M is completely reducible as a module for its right multiplication algebra .£?. It is also shown that if M is a completely reducible .£?-module, M is the direct sum of a semisimple ideal and the center of M.
Lie and anti-Lie triple systems are examples of inner derivation triple systems. Examples of twisted inner derivation triple systems (hereafter refered to as TIDTS) are Jordan triple systems and the ternary algebras considered in [1] . of (M, { , , }) is the center of (M, { , , }). (M, { , , }) is simple if it has no ideals other than 0 and itself and M is not abelian. A homomorphism from one TIDTS (M, { , , }) to another (Mx, { , , }x) is a linear mapping a: M -» Mx such that {x, y, z}a = {xa, ya, za}x and {x, y, z}'a = {xa, ya, za}'x for all x, y, z g M.
Clearly, ker a is an ideal of M.
Given a TIDTS (Af, {,,}), a Z2-graded algebra structure can be put on
Sf ( algebra structure is the standard embedding of M and will be referred to simply as Sf when M is understood. The algebra automorphism a of Sf, defined by (x + l)a:= -x + / for x g M, l G jS?, is the standard involution of Sf. Rewriting (1.2) and (1.3) in terms of the product on Sf gives
for x, y, z, u, v g Sfx. It is easy to establish \!na\ Sf is a Lie algebra if and only if (M, { ,, }) is a Lie triple system.
Hereafter, (M, { ,,}) will denote a TIDTS over k with standard embedding^.
If N is an ideal of (M, { , , }), then the ideal of y generated by N is S(N) := N ® R(N, M) + R(M, N), where £(#, M) + R(M, TV) is the linear span of the R(y, z)'s with y g N or z g TV, and J(N)a QJ'(N). Conversely, if / is an ideal of Sf with la Q I, then Ix := I P M is an ideal of M. The proof of the following proposition is the same as for Lie triple systems, see [4] . Proposition 1.9. (i) If (M, { , , }) is simple, then S" is either simple or the direct sum of two simple ideals. In the latter case, (M, { , ,}) is a Lie triple system coming from a Lie algebra. Conversely, ifSf is simple, then (M, { ,,}) is simple.
(ii) If(M, { ,, }) is the direct sum of simple ideals, then S" is the direct sum of simple ideals and conversely.
Proof. For the second statement of (i) note that if / is a simple ideal of Sf, then / Pi la = 0 by the simplicity of (Af, { , , }) so Sf= I © la and x -> x -xa, [5] . Clearly ®(Sf)o ç %(Sf). lf@(M) = 0, Af is semisimple and if ®(Sf) = 0,Sfis semisimple. If (M, { ,, }) is simple, it is semisimple since Af (1) is an ideal of (Af,( ,, )) and so Af(1> = Af.
The proof of the following theorem is the same as for Lie triple systems [4] . (ii) IfSf is semisimple, Z(M) = 0.
In general a semisimple TIDTS is not the direct sum of simple ideals, see [3] . The purpose of the present paper is to show that this result is true for certain subclasses of TIDTS, namely twisted Lie module triple systems (see Definition 2.6) for which <j>( , ) is symmetric or symplectic (Theorem 3.5) and also twisted Lie module triple systems which are completely reducible if-modules (Theorem 4.3). For a completely reducible twisted Lie module triple system (Af, { , , }) it is also possible to show (Corollary 4.5) that (Af, ( , , }) is reductive, i.e. the direct sum of a semisimple ideal and Z(M). Then this gives the converse of Theorem 1.10(i) (Corollary 4.5). The problem of classifying completely reducible twisted Lie module triple systems is thus reduced to classifying the simple ones.
In §2 twisted Lie module triple systems are defined and characterized and their standard embeddings are also characterized (Proposition 2.14). In §3 some technical lemmas are proven as well as the desired result (Theorem 3.5) when <i>( , ) is symmetric or symplectic. §4 deals with completely reducible twisted Lie module triple systems.
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2. Twisted Lie module triple systems. Suppose SC is a finite dimensional Lie algebra over k having a nondegenerate symmetric associative bilinear form (, ) and t is an automorphism of .SPsuch that t2 = id and gives triple systems (Af, { ,, }) and (Af, { ,, }'). Definition 2.6. If the triple system (Af, { , , }) can be constructed in the above fashion, it is a twisted Lie module triple system (TLMTS for short) and (Af, {,,}') is dual to (Af, {,,}). If t = id, Af is a Lie module triple system (LMTS for short). gives (It, R(y, z)) = <b(z(h), y) for all / G L, and (2.7.2) implies <p(zl, y) = -<p(z, y(lr)) which is (2.2), while (2.7.3) implies <í>(z(/t), y) = -<í>(z, yl). Hence <j>(z(lr2), y) = -<p(z, y(h)) = <p(zl, y) so t2 = id and t is bijective. By (2.7.5)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (R(u, v)t, R(y, z)) = (R(y, z)r, R(u, v)) giving (2.1). ( , ) is associative by the argument for (2.7.6) in reverse using (2.7.1') and (2.7.2). For /, lx g Sf, y, z g Af,
showing that t is a Lie algebra automorphism, and (Af, { , , }) is a TLMTS constructed using if, t, (, ), and <p(, ). 
Corollary 2.9. (i) //( Af, { ,, }) is a TLMTS, it is a TIDTS.
(ii) //(Af, ( , , }) is a LMTS, it is an inner derivation triple system. Example 2.10. For an example of a TIDTS which is not a TLMTS consider the Lie superalgebra W(3) (defined in 3.1.1 of [3] ) which is the standard embedding of an anti-Lie triple system. In this case Sf has a Levi decomposition as Sf= Sf' © Rad Sf, where Sf' is a Lie algebra of type A2 and Rad Sf is four dimensional. By taking a Cartan subalgebra H of Sf' and computing the weights of Sf under the adjoint representation of Sf', it is easy to check that there are weights p whose negatives are not weights. But if x^ is a weight vector of weight jn, for / = 1,2 and h e //, then for any nondegenerate associative bilinear form (, ) on Sf (2.14.2) ab = -(br)a for alla ^Sfx,b G Sf0, Proof. If^is the standard embedding of the TLMTS ( Af, { ,, }), (2.14.1)-(2.14. 4) are clear from the definition of S" and ß( , ). (2.14.5) is obtained by a case-by-case check using (2.2) and (2.3). Conversely, suppose Sf= Sfx © Sf0, ß( , ), and t satisfy (2.14.1)-(2.14.5). Defining triple products on Sfx by {xyz}:= x(yz) and {xyz}' = -(yz)x gives (2.7.1) by (2.14.3). ß ( , ) is nondegenerate on Sfx X Sfx by hypothesis and satisfies (2.7.2) since fory, z, u, v G Sfx
by (2.14.5) = -ß(z,-(uv)y)=-ß(z,{yuv}').
(2.7.3) is similar and (2.7.4) holds since ß({zuv},y) = ß(z(uv), y) = ß(uv, yz) by (2.14.4)
A similar proof gives (2.7.5). Hence (Sfx, { , , }) is a TLMTS by Theorem 2.7 and Sf0 = (Sfx, Sfx) by (1.4) soi' is the standard embedding of (Sfx, {,,}).
Corollary 2.15. A Z2-graded algebra Sf=Sfix © Sfü having a bilinear form ß(,) is the standard embedding of a LMTS iff it has the following properties:
(2.15.1) Sfç=SfxSfx, (2.15.2) ab=-ba for alla g Sf' ,b g S*0,
for all x, y, z,u, v g Sfx, (ii) follows from (i) since if <p(x, y) = 0 for all x, y g N, ß(a, b) = 0 for all a, b gj^/V). Proof, (i) This is the usual Dieudonné argument: Let / be an ideal of Sf minimal with respect to the property la = I. Then / is either a minimal ideal of Sf or the direct sum of two minimal ideals. Now /■*-:= {a G Sf \ß(a, b) = 0 for all b G /} is an ideal of Sf and /x a = I1. Hence either / P Ix = 0 or / P Ix = I. If / P IL = /, / is solvable by Lemma 3.4(i) , contradicting the semisimplicity of Sf. Thus / P Ix = 0, Sf= Z©/-1, and ß( , ) restricted to / X / and Ix x/x is nondegenerate. Hence / and /x are the standard embeddings of the TLMTS I P M and Ix PM, respectively, by Proposition 2.14 and the fact that IIX +/-1 / ç / n Ix = 0. And since any ideal of / is an ideal of Sf, I is simple or the direct sum of simple ideals. Induction on dim Sf finishes the proof.
(ii) This follows from (i), Proposition 1.9(h) and Lemma 3.3. By Corollary 4.5 the problem of classifying completely reducible TLMTS is now reduced to classifying simple ones.
